
Commercial 
Processing

Improve efficiency with user-friendly web and mobile software Control your operations with RF Identity

Commercial Processing in today's busy environment requires organization 

and immediate production information.  Making daily decisions based on real 

time data allows management the ability to adjust and make corrections with 

up to the minute analytics.  RF Identity is the tool that will take your 

operations to the next level with real time reporting and billing automation, 

allowing you to save time and increase profits. 

Proud Partner with Alien Technologies

Top Benefits
Track Daily Orders with RFID

Automate laundry facility opera�ons

Verified item count

Order and item tracking instant verifica�on

Automate internal and service billing

Mobile App Compa�ble

Track and bill addi�onal work

User Administra�on

Full vendor rolodex

Never lose an item
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Streamline Your Opera�ons



Automate Billing Systems
Automate Ordering SystemsStreamline your business process by creating a flow

of information from when the order was placed
until it leaves the facility.  Each item is uniquely
identified with an RFID tag.  Through our billing
module, companies can manage accounts billable
to the customer through an advanced financial
component.  The final layer is eliminatining all
manual data entry.  RF Identity builds custom
exports to accounting allowing companies to
generate bills for their customers' approval.  Our
comprehensive invoicing system inclludes alerts to
outstanding customers' invoices and makes
accounts payable an easy to use and streamlines 
process.

As bags of items arrive, all clothing is checked
with a quick scan of the reader.  This removes the 
costly practice of manually checking all items.
You can easily verify customers claims vs. actual
contents, which eliminates costly errors and
unhappy customers.
Here is our workflow:

    Review completed orders vs. incoming orders
    Obtain status reports
    Review orders by date & daily production
    Easily obtain information on items still in process
    Analyze order production to ensure work force
    is adequate

Automatically Track Extra
Work

Communicate, Communicate,
Communicate
In this day & age, communication is key.
Automatically text or email your customers
when an order is complete.  No more calls
asking if an order is ready.  Using the unique RF
Identity solution, provide your customes with web
site access so they can view dashboards and
reports.  Viewing aged orders & suggesting items
needing replacement are just a few of the
information bits you can give your customers so
the keep coming back.

With our time and material component, tracking
work is as simple as scanning the item & tapping
'start service'.  A timer automatically keeps
track of how much time is spent on servicing
the item.  Clicking done will send that information
to the order without the need for any manual
data-entry.  This feature reduces erros and 
captures all time spent servicing items. 
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- Melanie, Operations Manager, Parkland


